In this paper the authors continue their investigation of the connectivity of the graphs of semirings. We give some sufficient conditions under which the graph of a semiring is connected. The paper also contains some open problems.
Introduction.
In [l] , [2] , and [4] the authors studied the graphs of semirings, and gave a few sufficient conditions for a semiring to have connected graph. To make this paper self contained, we first review some of the basic definitions.
A semiring is a nonempty set P equipped with two binary operations, called addition, +, and multiplication (denoted by juxtaposition), such that R is multiplicatively a semigroup and additively a commutative semigroup, and that the multiplication is distributive across the addition both from the left and from the right. We note that the existence of a zero element in a semiring is not assumed.
By the graph G((R) of a semiring P, we mean the nonoriented graph whose vertices consist of the set (R of all proper subsemirings of P, and two vertices Fi and F2 are adjacent (or joined by an edge) if and only if ViC\V29i0. The graph G((R) is said to be connected if and only if for each pair of vertices F and V there exists a finite sequence, called a path, of vertices V=Vi, V%, --• , F"= V such that every two consecutive vertices are adjacent.
The distance d(Va, Vß) between two vertices Va and Vß of a graph is the number of edges in a shortest path between these vertices (if no such path exists, we define d(Va, Vß) = + °° ; of course d(Va, Va) = 0). The diameter of a graph is the supremum of d( Va, Vß), where ( Va, Vß) runs over all pairs of vertices of the graph.
In [l] , the authors posed the following conjecture: "The graph G((ñ) of a semiring P of cardinality distinct from two is connected." Although this conjecture still remains unsolved, we are now able to prove it for the following four classes of semirings:
(1) Semirings with a multiplicative idempotent element. (2) Additively cancellative semirings. 2. Connectivity theorems. Throughout this section we assume that a semiring has more than two elements. The semirings having exactly two elements may have a disconnected graph and hence will be discussed separately in the next section. In [l] the authors proved the following:
Theorem A. The graph of a left unital semiring having more than two elements is connected. This theorem will be used in the proofs of the connectivity theorems of this section. Theorem 1. The graph of a semiring with an idempotent element is connected.
Proof. Let P be such a semiring and let e be an idempotent element, that is e2 = e, of P. Let A and B be two disjoint proper subsemirings of P, and let aEA and bEB be two fixed elements. We first observe that {A, aR, Rb, B} is a path connecting A and B, unless aR = R or Rb = R. Assume aR = R (the case Rb=R may be similarly handled). We now divide the rest of proof into the following cases:
This together with aR = R implies that P is left unital and hence by Theorem A, the graph of P is connected.
Case 2. Ra^R. Suppose that bR^R, then {A, Ra, bR, B} would be a path connecting A and B. Now consider the case bR = R. If Rb = R then it follows, as Case 1 above, that the graph of P is connected. Assume Rb^R. Then {^4, Ra, xR, Rb, B} would be a path connecting A and B, unless xR=R for all xER-In the latter case, eR = R and hence P is left unital. By Theorem A again, the graph of P is connected.
This exhausts all the possibilities, and the proof for Theorem 1 is now complete.
A semiring P is said to be additively cancellative if arid only if x+c = y+c in P implies x=y.
Theorem 2. The graph of an additively cancellative semiring is connected.
Proof. Let A and B he any two disjoint proper subsemirings of an additively cancellative semiring R, and let aEA and bEB he any two fixed elements. Then as in the proof of Theorem 1 above, we may assume without loss of generality that aR = R, bR = R, Ra^R^Rb. Since RaKJiRa+Rb)KJRb is a subsemiring of R intersecting both A and B, {A, RayJiRa+Rb)VJRb, B} would be a path connecting A and B, unless RaVJiRa+Rb)VJRb=R. Now we assume further that RaKJiRa+Rb)\JRb=R.
It follows that we may assume a, bERa + Rb; for, if otherwise we would have a or bERa^JRb. If aERa then there exists dER such that a=da, which together with aR = R implies that R is left unital. Hence by Theorem A, the graph of R is connected. If aERb then {A, Rb, B} forms a path connecting A and B. The other case bERaVJRb leads to the same conclusion.
The case a, bERa+Rb implies that [A, Ra+Rb, B} would be a path connecting A and B, unless Ra+Rb = R. Let Ra+Rb = R, and let C= [z\xa+zERa for some xER}-Then it can be verified that C is a subsemiring containing Ra. Since a2EC, we have AC\Cj^0. Also, for any rER, raER = Ra+Rb implies there exist 5, tER such that sa+tb = ra which shows tbERbC\C7i0.
Consequently, \A, C, Rb, B} would be a path connecting A and B, unless C = R.
Suppose C = R. Since aR = R, there exists an element eER such that ae = a. It follows from eEC that there exist u and vER such that ua+e = va. Multiplying e from the right to each term of the last equality, we have ua+e2 = va. We now have ua+e2 = ua+e which implies e2 = e, by the additive cancellation. Thus, R has an idempotent and hence, by Theorem 1, the graph of R is connected.
A semiring R is said to be cancellative provided that xc = yc in R implies x = y, and that cx=cy implies x = y. Theorem 3. The graph of a cancellative semiring is connected.
Proof. Let R he a cancellative semiring. Let A and B be two disjoint proper subsemirings of R, and let aEA and bEB be two fixed elements. As in the proof of Theorem 1 above, one may assume without loss of generality that either aR = R or Rb = R. Case 1. aR = R.
It follows that there exists an element eER such that ae = a, and hence ae2 = ae. The semiring R is cancellative implies that e2 = e. Hence e is an idempotent element. By Theorem 1, the graph of R is connected.
Case 2. Rb=R.
The proof for this case is similar to that of Case 1, above. An additive zero of a semiring R is an element zER such that x+z = x [November for all xER-An additive zero element need not be multiplicatively zero, and a semiring need not have an additive zero. It is obvious that if a semiring has an additive zero element, it is unique. Theorem 4. The graph of a semiring with an additive zero is connected.
Proof. Let P be a semiring with an additive zero z. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may assume without loss of generality that xR = R for all xER-In particular, we have zR = R. We show that z2=z and hence by Theorem 1 the graph of P is connected. To this end, let x be any arbitrary element of P. Then zR = R implies that there exists an element x'ER such that x = zx'. Whence, x + z2 = zx' + 32 z(x' + z) = zx' = x, and hence, by the uniqueness of additive zero element, we have z2 = z. The proof is now complete.
3. Examples of semirings with disconnected graphs. Since there are only four distinct semigroups with two elements (excluding isomorphic and anti-isomorphic ones) of which three are commutative [3] , there can at most be 4X3 = 12 distinct semirings with two elements. We checked each one of these and discovered that there are exactly five distinct semirings with two elements that have disconnected graph ; we list the addition and multiplication tables of these 4. Open problems. It is conjectured in [4] that the graph of an arbitrary semiring with more than two elements is connected and the diameter of the graph does not exceed three. This problem seems rather difficult; we now ask the same question for some special situations :
In what follows, let R always be an arbitrary semiring with more than two elements. Problem 1. Suppose that, for some x0ER, the graph of Rxo is connected. Is the graph of P connected? What is the diameter of the graph of P?
Even the answer to the following more restricted case of Problem 1 seems to be unknown: Problem 2. Let P be such that every proper subsemiring has a connected graph. Is the graph of P connected? If the answer is affirmative, is the diameter of the graph less than or equal to three? Problem 3. Let P be a semiring such that the diameter of the graph of every proper subsemiring does not exceed k. What can be said about the diameter of P? Problem 4. Suppose that P satisfies either the right (or left) one side multiplicative cancellation law. Is the graph of such an R connected?
Problem 5. Let P be a semiring such that x+x = x for one or for every xER-Is the graph of such an P connected? Problem 6. In the proof of Theorem 1, above, it is easy to see that the diameter of the graph of R (with an idempotent) does not exceed four. Is it true that the diameter of the graph of R in this theorem does not exceed three? Problem 7. Given a connected graph G with diameter less than or equal to three, does there exist a semiring R such that G is the graph of P?
